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Nigeria Business News programmes have suddenly become hot property and are vying for attention
with other popular programmes telecast in different channels. All major television broadcasters are
including at least one news channel to their bouquet. The biggest headache for launching a satellite
channel is programme software for round the clock. In this juncture, newsgathering is a major task
for the 24-hour news channels. To cater this task, the emerging electronic channels have always
made an attempt to cover all the incidents irrespective of position, location and time. In this article,
we have covered some significant changes in news broadcasting in India before and after the Gulf
War.

Business & Culture guide to Nigeria - Find Addresses, maps, facts, newspapers and travel
information. ... Top Nigeria News. Online newspaper featuring Nigerian business. News releases,
"reviews and opinion on Nigeria, finance, real estate, technology, transportation, insurance, energy
Industry and more. All type of news you can find on oue website & Nigeria Business news. We are
the leading news analysis. In Nigeria. Current news from the Nigeria Business News and political
commentary. Links to news from other Nigerian newspapers; articles appear in frames. Growing
discontent and public outrage led to the revelation of the real reason for the unprecedented price
crash by the Security and Exchange Commission who accused the banks of hiding their exposure to
margin debts without strong collateral.

In Nigeria Business News you will also get Nigerian Stock Exchange column where you can fund
the latest Nigerian stock market news and Nigerian stock market report also. To increase the flow of
foreign investment in Nigeria, the government took initiative to abolish law pertaining to prevention
of foreign capital flow. Now investors and operators of any country in the world are free to
participate in the activities of this organisation . The governing body of Nigerian Stock Exchange is
Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC).  Investing in buying shares at the Nigerian stock
exchange is a task many people want to accomplish. It is no longer news that the loss of confidence
in the Nigerian stock market has persistently dovetailed into downward trend of prices of stocks.
What is yet to be certain is the real reason for the price crash. This article reveals why the stock
market prices crashed. The present economic crisis have created a lacuna of doubt in the mind of
some who are very cautious and never want to get their fingers burnt. The news media is already
awash with tales of woe of investors who have suffered great loss since the bears started reigning.

There is no denying the fact that today in the investment field, especially when it comes to investing
in the stock market; we have more novice investors than the informed investors. This is the reason a
lot of investors have continued to lose money in equities even when the market is supposed to be in
their favor. Every genuine stock trader I have encountered so far in my almost ten years of stocks
trading and analyzing stocks all have one common denominator; they all believe that everything is
possible in the capital market. The mindset of a stock trader is a comprehensive description of the
psychology, thought pattern, believes, heartbeat, and approach to stock trading.
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